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INFORMATION SHEET
On 9-20th of November 2012 in Poznan (Poland) there will take place the XVI
International Environmental Protection Congress ENVICON (ENVICON), which is held within
International ecological fair POLEKO.
International Congress ENVICON is currently the largest congress for environmental
protection in the Central and Eastern Europe. Themes, which are discussed at the Congress, as
well as valuable information and knowledge at the highest level, annually unite about five
hundred participants, including representatives of the government and local authorities,
representatives of the Polish and foreign companies, experts in the field of waste management,
sewage treatment and sewerage. ENVICON Congress traditionally passes for 2 days.
On the first day during the opening session of the Congress there will be discussed the
environmental policies at the global, European and national level taking into account initiatives
of the European Union in the context of the "green" technologies management in Europe. There
will be also considered the results of the Summit in Rio de Janeiro.
During the first general plenary session, there will be presented tasks and trends in the
water treatment industry, in the field of waste management considering the new legislation of
Poland. The resume of the session there will be a panel discussion with the participation of
specialists of the primary position in the environmental sector in Poland and Europe.
Further meetings of the Congress ENVICON will be divided into two parallel sections
concerning waste management and water management.
The first section will be devoted to the role of the state in the management of waste treatment
system, the relationship between municipalities and regions, as well as the presentations of the
best practices of cooperation.
There will be discussed changes in legislation and the evolution of methods of waste
disposal, which is developing in the direction of thermal processing of solid waste and the
production of alternative fuels. Besides there will be affected themes of mechanical biological
recycling in the system of waste management and use of the old electrical and electronic
equipment as raw material as well.
Theme of the second section of the Congress there will be rapidly developing in Poland
industry of wastewater treatment. Speakers will analyze matters concerning municipal system of
the wastewater treatment, water supply and sewerage in the countryside, the use the
precipitation water in the city water sector and sludge treatment problems.
Both sections will be held in a dynamic and interactive way, and after each presentation will be
given some time to discuss the questions. Results of the sections will let to determine the most
actual and the most important matters, directions of the industry, to identify the prospects of
cooperation in the environmental sector between the administration, businesses and other
structures.
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The first day of the Congress will end with gala evening, during which there will be held
prestigious award ceremony for the honored persons and organizations, acting in the field of
environmental protection. And world stars show during the banquet will afford you an
unforgettable pleasure!
This year the second day of the Congress ENVICON will focus on Russia. There will take place
the V European-Russian Conference "EuroRuss: Partnership, Experience, Innovations", which
is annually held by the European-Russian Centre for innovations, ecology and economic
development "EuroRuss" with the support and participation of the State Duma Committee on
Natural Resources, Environment and Ecology in different European countries for exchange of
the experience between Russian and European representatives of government, business and
science, as well as the assistance of the international promotion of the most advanced Russian
regional programs and presentations of the investment environmental projects.
Speakers of the Russian day will be representatives of the federal and regional authorities of
the Russian Federation, as well as representatives of the Russian and European business,
finance and legal institutions, focused on the implementation of environmental projects in
Russia.
Members of the Russian delegation will get all distributing printed materials of the
Congress in Russian. To the subjects of the Russian Federation and industry business
organizations there will be offered to prepare personal presentations, and arrange their
expositions
within
collective
section
of
"EuroRuss»
at
POLEKO
fair.

